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CHOICE IN THE DECISION OF ECONOMIC PROBLEMS: NESHA’S BALANCE OR PARETO’S OPTIMALITY?
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Application of the Games Theory in economic researches when the optimum choice in the decision of a problem depends not only on is considered what alternatives are chosen by one of participants, but also from what alternatives are chosen by other participants of process. If prizes of players will be asymmetrical, i.e. the prize of one not necessarily represents loss of another at a choice of strategy inevitably there are elements of cooperation.






Classical consideration of this problem on search of Nash’s balance at the mixed strategy will lead to the following algorithm:
function of a prize of the player A looks like: 
 ,			
And the player B:
, where		
 - probability of application by the player A strategy , 
- probability of application by the player B strategy /
Nash’s balance at the mixed strategy - such balance in which each player chooses optimum frequency of playing of the strategy at the set frequency of playing of the chosen strategy by other player. We shall receive the decision: ,  . At such decision it is received: , . 

Let's consider the same problem from a position of an Pareto’s optimality (fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1
Pareto’s optimality - the nearest point on set of points of a piece AC - point F. But it results in result: 
, . This implies, that: , . 
Certainly the player B will receive the maximal prize, but the player A already will be in loss in comparison with Nash’s balance. Overcoming of bad result for the player A is a cooperation with player B. If the player B can agree with the player A that, playing on his rules, the player A can receive even small "+", that, for example p.K (see fig. 1) already results to , .
Hence the concession to the player A in a small prize, even 0,2-0,3 (as will agree) will lead to positive prizes as one, and other participant of economic process. All site КС the direct AC is treaty provisions. 


